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Abstract—We study the possibility of predicting a social
protest (planned, or unplanned) based on social media messaging.
We consider the process called mobilization, described in the
literature as the precursor of participation. Mobilization includes
four stages: being sympathetic to the cause, being aware of the
movement, motivation to take part and ability to participate.
We suggest that expressions of mobilization in communications
of individuals may be used to predict the approaching protest.
We have utilized several Natural Language Processing techniques
to create a methodology to identify mobilization in social media
communication.
Results of experimentation with Twitter data collected before
and during the 2015 Baltimore events and the information
on actual protests taken from news media show a correlation
over time between volume of Twitter communications related to
mobilization and occurrences of protest at certain geographical
locations. We conclude with discussion of possible theoretical
explanations and practical applications of these results.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Human society has a long history of social protests in various forms [1]. The use of digital communications including
social media has become a salient feature of protests in recent
years. Scholars have established the link between individual’s
social media use and political involvement [2]. For example,
scholarly studies have considered the role of social media
in recruitment for protest [3], dissemination of situational
information during protest [4], [5] and relation between social
media use and activism [2]. If digital communications can be
used to facilitate the social protest, then can it be possible to
use these communications to predict the protest as well? This
study provides a positive answer to this question.
We hypothesize that there is a relationship between the
volume of particular types of social media communications and
actual occurrences of protests. The challenge in this approach
lies in identifying the relevant messages in a very large stream
of social media. To tackle this challenge we developed a
methodology that intergrates research findings from the social
and political sciences with recent advances in natural language
processing and information extraction. We have applied this
methodology to the Twitter data gathered before and during
2015 Baltimore protests and found empirical support for our
hypothesis.

This paper provides a more detailed review of related
research in both social science and data analysis followed by a
discussion of the theoretical foundations of our methodology
and then a description of our empirical testing of the pertinent
theoretical constructs. We conclude by reporting results and
setting forth directions for future work.
A. Related Work
This study is related to three research areas: social and
political science on antecedents of protest behavior, research
concerning forecasting events and behaviors using social media
data, extracting information from social media.
There is an abundance of research on protest in the fields of
social and political sciences, using various approaches to the
subject. Studies have been done at the macro level: looking
at the influence of the political and economic situation in
general on protest moods [1] and viewing protests as organized
social movements [6]. From the perspective of an individual,
scholarly research has been concerned with recruitment and
activism [7], [8] and factors and cognitive processes affecting
individual participation in protests [9], [10], [11]. Such factors
have also been used for modeling protest participation, e.g. in
[9], [10], [12], and in a recent study combining social science
with computational simulation of dynamics of participants
[13]. Recent reviews of literature concerning individual protest
participation can be found in [9], [10].
Since the online social media gained their worldwide popularity, a wide stream of research has emerged on extraction
and structuring of the available information [14]. Among the
various social media websites, Twitter is especially popular
among scholars due to the availability of large numbers of data
that can be collected while the event is unfolding - a naturally
occurring experiment. Approaches to extracting information
from Twitter are described, for example, in [15] and [16].
Scholarly works taking advantage of these technologies have
been concerned with public response to extreme events [17],
[18], [19], modeling human behavior [20], [21], [22], and
forecasting actions [21], [22], attitudes [23] or even election
results [24].
Research on the role of social media in protests has
emerged after the Arab Spring, when its contribution to the
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emergence of revolutions in Arab countries became apparent.
Studies were undertaken on the role of social media in revolutions [4], [25], information dissemination during protests
[2], [5], and activism and support of social movements [3],
[23], [26].

As mobilization must precede protest participation, being
able to identify individuals at different stages and to quantitatively measure the progress of mobilization enables one to
make inferences about the upcoming protest.

Despite the general abundance of research concerning
social media and protest, studies focused on the prediction of a
protest using data from social media are scarce. In one of these
papers [27], the authors compare the prediction of a protest
with the prediction of election results. A study described in
[28] presents a solution, relying on the constructed vocabulary.
Recent research [29] addresses the problem using influence
cascades as a predictor of protest. This study, however, also
relies on a constructed vocabulary. Authors of [30] exploit
previous activity of a social media user to predict whether
her next message will be related to protest. The relationship
between social media activity and protests during the Arab
Spring was established in [31], using hashtags to filter relevant
messages. Our approach also uses geographical and topical
grouping of messages and our results confirm main finding of
these studies, which is that social media activity can be used
to forecast a protest. The notable difference in our approach,
which we consider our main contribution, is that we ground
our method of finding relevant messages on social science [9],
[11], thus linking observations based on the data to underlying
social and cognitive processes.

B. Mobilization in Social Media

II.

T HEORETICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

A. Introduction to Mobilization
Social science literature [9], [11] defines action mobilization, which we refer to simply as ‘mobilization’ throughout
this paper, as a four-stage cognitive process resulting in an
individual’s decision to participate in a collective action, such
as to protest. These stages are as follows.
Sympathy to the cause
Every potential protest has a cause - the reason why
it happens, which normally emerges from individual
grievances. The first stage an individual enters before
participating in the mobilization process is to become
sympathetic to a particular cause, or have a particular
grievance. Those sympathetic to the cause are considered the ‘recruitment pool for further stages of the
process [11].
Awareness of the protest
At this stage the individual, sympathetic to a certain
cause, becomes either the target of recruitment for
action related to this cause, or acquires the knowledge
of a planned action, i.e. a protest.
Motivation to take part
Being sympathetic to a cause and aware of an upcoming
protest, the individual becomes willing to take part in
it. However, this still doesn’t assure participation in
the protest, as there may be obstacles to this particular
individual’s participation in this event.
Ability to take part
At this point a motivated individual either doesn’t
have any obstacles to participation, or successfully
overcomes them.

In order to utilize social media data we need a method
to detect and measure mobilization. Assuming we can label
individual messages according to mobilization stages (or lack
thereof), what do we expect to observe?
Typically, research on social phenomena, such as protest,
employs surveys conducted after the fact. While it has been
found that mobilization precedes individual participation in a
protest [11], we do not know, based upon empirical research,
how mobilization develops over time in order to result in a
protest.
Consider a closed community, in which all individuals initially sympathetic to the cause of a potential protest are known.
As individuals are mobilizing, we would expect to observe
a growing number of people at later stages of mobilization
compared to those who don’t progress beyond sympathy. This
consideration, however, is not relevant in social media because
we can only identify an individual’s mobilization status if
this individual voluntarily chooses to communicate it. Thus,
unlike the post-hoc survey study, for a longitudinal study using
social media data it is unreasonable to assume a static set of
initial sympathizers (recruitment pool) for two reasons. First,
different users may be vocal at each observation, and second,
new sympathizers may emerge as a result of increased social
media activity. This is due to the fact that communications are
not targeted just at sympathizers, but also at those who are
neutral towards the issue (e.g. due to being unaware of it). In
[21], [22] it has been shown that social media activity may
contribute to spreading of the behavior even among those who
do not communicate about it, a phenomenon that we have no
reason to rule out in our case.
Considering the above, we suggest that the social media
activity related to approaching protest can cause more users
to reveal their mobilization in messages. Therefore, we hypothesize that the amount of social media activity related to
mobilization for a protest over a certain cause can be used to
predict the timing of the protest action. In further sections we
describe the empirical evidence in support of this hypothesis.
III.

E XPERIMENTS

A. Data
For our experiments we purchased the Twitter Firehose data
for selected locations in the USA starting from April 12, 2015
and ending on May 7, 2015. No keywords were used for message selection; the only criterion was location. Locations were
determined as series of rectangular areas around the following
American cities: Baltimore, Maryland, Washington, D.C., New
York, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Saint Louis,
Missouri, San Francisco/Oakland, California, Los Angeles,
California, Seattle, Washington, Minneapolis/Saint Paul, Minnesota, and Chicago, Illinois. The total number of messages is
18,694,604. Dates were selected so that the dataset covers the
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messages with a specific theme or content. Users create and
use hashtags by placing ‘#’ in front of a word or unspaced
phrase, either in the main text of a message or at the end.2
Taking advantage of this user-supplied information about their
topics, we group tweets into clusters as follows:

Fig. 1: Experiment framework.

whole development around 2015 Baltimore protests, starting
from the very beginning: arrest of Freddie Gray on April
12. Some of the locations hosted events related to Baltimore
protests, while other big cities where no known events occurred
were randomly selected to provide negative examples in the
data. For annotation of messages according to mobilization
stages a set of tweets from a different source was used. These
are 6,521 tweets sampled from the Twitter data collected via
Apollo Social Sensing Toolkit [32] using keywords ‘protests’
and ‘rally’. Actual occurrences of protest events were manually
coded based on open information sources 1 as binary outcomes:
‘1’ if the protest took place on the day at a given location, and
‘0’ if no such information is available.
B. Framework
The goal of the experiment is to discover a relationship
between mobilization-related Twitter activity and information
on actual protests. Considering the entire dataset is not viable
due to multiple locations, and, more importantly, multiple
causes of protests being present in the data at the same time.
To overcome this difficulty we propose the following process
(see also Fig. 1):
1)
2)

3)

Cluster messages according to their topic. This allows
separating different possible protest causes;
Separate tweets by geographic location. Locations
of the authors based on GPS or user profiles are
provided in the Twitter data. Also, this was our
criterion for initial selection of tweets;
Detect and measure activity related to mobilization
for each location-topic pair separately.

Firstly, the most popular K hashtags are extracted from
data. Each of these hashtags identifies a topically coherent
cluster. A tweet is assigned to a cluster if the hashtag of
that cluster appears in this tweet. If a tweet contains multiple
hashtags, it will appear in multiple clusters. If a tweet does
not contain any hashtags, the term vector of this tweet is
compared to the term vector of every single cluster.3 The tweet
is assigned to the most similar cluster based on the cosine
similarity between term vectors. A threshold is applied for
the cosine similarity because there exist a substantial number
of tweets, which are not similar to any clusters. If the most
similar cluster of a tweet has a similarity lower than the
threshold, this tweet is viewed as off-topic and disregarded
for our experiments.
Using hashtags has difficulties: only about 1/3 of messages
in the dataset have hashtags, and usage is not consistent in time
(they appear and disappear). Additionally, the active usage of
a certain hashtag means that an associated topic has already
gained sufficient popularity, thus we cannot identify when the
topic first emerged. In future extensions of this research we
may develop an approach that will not use hashtags for topic
clustering. This will require methods to recover the actual
topics of clusters, as hashtags also provide easy indication of
topic.
2) Detection of Relevant Messages: We trained a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) based classifier using 6,521 tweets
manually annotated with mobilization stages. As said above,
these tweets originate from a different source from the main
dataset. We provide some details on the annotation below. We
divided these tweet messages into 5 categories representing:
(1). sympathy toward the protest cause, (2). awareness of the
protest, (3). motivation to take part, (4). ability to take part,
and (5). off-topic (not related to protest or mobilization). The
detailed definition of these categories is as follows.
1)

Let us describe the two latter steps in more detail.
1) Topic Clustering: Twitter messages are versatile by
nature. People tweet about everything, from their personal
lives to breaking news. In order to extract useful information
for our study, we made the following assumption: Hashtags
have a good coverage of newsworthy topics. A hashtag is
a type of label or metadata tag used on social network and
microblogging services, which makes it easier for users to find

2)

Sympathy to the cause. This category includes messages expressing positive attitude toward a certain
protest cause, such as support of certain ideologies,
anger or frustration about certain events, and support of protests already planned. Examples are (the
original spelling and grammar are preserved for all
examples): ‘How can you look at this and not protest
or at least sign petitions?’; ‘We don’t want to lose
our #blackcabs’.
Awareness of the protest. Messages in this category
express knowledge of upcoming events or individuals
and groups sharing sympathies with the author, such
as spreading the information on upcoming protests.
Note that the message must not communicate the
author’s intent to take part, as this would indicate

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hashtag
1 For

Baltimore protests and related events we used the Wikipedia article
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2015 Baltimore protests) for reference. If the
article mentions a protest on the date; we coded the outcome as ‘1’

3 We use the bag-of-words representation to get the term vector for each
tweet. The term vector of a cluster is the bag-of-words representation of an
aggregation of all the tweets within this cluster.
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3)

4)

5)

a different stage. Examples are: ‘Protest planned in
response to video of 15-year-old’s arrest’; ‘Protest
tomorrow outside the Saudi embassy in Ldn against
the bombing of Yemen’.
Motivation to take part. This category includes messages indicating the author’s willingness to attend
the protest, but not assertively stating that the author
plans to attend. This may include seeking additional
information about the event, seeking companions to
attend, or making excuses for non-attendance. Examples are: ‘there’s an anti-war protest in albany
tomorrow. does anyone want to go w me?’; ‘I’d join
a demonstration in support of Leicestershire police
at this point’.
Ability to take part. This category includes messages
that indicate that the author is planning to participate
in a protest and there are no obstacles to doing
so. These may include assertive statements about
participation, sharing details about upcoming events
with the indication that the author will be there, or
offering help for others to attend the protest. Examples are: ‘I’ll be partaking in this protest and I expect
any fellow Brummies to be showing support for our
club’; ‘Join us on the square for a PEACEFUL
demonstration’.
Off-topic. All other messages go into this category.

We used these annotated tweets to train an SVM-based
classifier for stages of mobilization. Among the 6,521 tweets,
255 tweets are in Sympathy category, 312 tweets in Awareness
category, 33 tweets in Motivation category, 116 tweets in
Ability category, and 5,805 off-topic tweets. Considering the
overwhelming number of tweets annotated as off-topic, we first
sampled down off-topic tweets to make their number equal to
the number of tweets in other categories. Then we trained a
two-step mobilization classifier based on SVM model. The first
classifier is to filter out the off-topic tweets, and the second one
is to classify the mobilization stages of the remaining tweets.
We use two types of features to train the classifiers:
•

•

frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf): the tfidf weight can measure how important a term is within
a document. We regard each tweet as a document, and
for each term t in a document d, we define t’s tf-idf
weight as tf-idft,d =tft,d ×idff , where tft,d is the raw
term frequency in a document, and idff is the inverse
document frequency, which is a measure of how much
information the term provides.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [33]: We
choose the following features derived from the LIWC
lexicon: ‘future’, ‘past’, ‘posemo’, ‘negemo’, ‘sad’,
‘anx’, ‘anger’, ‘tentat’, ‘certain’.

The accuracy score for the classifier in step one using fivefold cross-validation is 0.85, and 0.82 in step two.
C. Experiment Design
We applied the above process to the data. This yielded
a total of 2210 topics and 10427 locations (locations were
distinguished as city/town names). 102 locations have more
than 10,000 tweets.

To check our hypothesis we used logistic regression [34]
to establish the correlation between mobilization-related social
media messaging and protest occurrences. We chose logistic
regression because we have actual protests coded as a binary
variable. We then applied the fitted model to estimate probability of the protest for a certain time period. A description of
this process is as follows.
As noted, we chose the binary representation of the occurrences of protest as the dependent variable. We investigated
using as the independent variable a measure representing the
dynamics of tweets related to different stages of mobilization.
However, in section II we noted that such an approach is not
viable for a longitudinal study of social media messaging due
to the impossibility of observing the same population every
time period. In fact, numbers of tweets related to different
mobilization stages appear to be correlated. Because of this
we were unable to use tweet counts for each stage as separate
independent variables. However, this correlation does mean
that a linear combination of message counts can serve as a
proxy variable for mobilization. We used the sum of tweet
counts for all 4 mobilization stages.
We considered two location-topic pairs: Baltimore, Maryland/#freddiegray and Baltimore, Maryland/#nowplaying. The
first hashtag is related to Freddie Gray, a person whose arrest
and later death at the police department became the reason for
Baltimore protests. This was the most popular hashtag related
to Baltimore protests [26]. Thus, messages with this hashtag
in Baltimore can be considered related to an actual protest.
The second hashtag is intended for sharing information on the
music currently being listened to by the author. We have no
knowledge of protests or mobilization related to the second
topic, and do not expect this issue ever to become a protest
cause. For each pair we extracted numbers of mobilizationrelated tweets on each day included in the data. We coded
outcomes for protest occurrences as ‘1’ for each day when
protests over Freddie Gray’s death occurred in Baltimore, and
‘0’ otherwise for the first pair, and ‘0’ for each day for the
second pair. We concatenated respective vectors of values
for both pairs, thus obtaining our independent and dependent
variables representing 52 data points.
It could be beneficial to use a larger portion of data in this
training phase of the experiment. However, we do not have
sufficient confirmed cases of protest for the period; involving
more locations would create a bias towards negative examples
and limit the availability of data for testing of the model.
D. Results and Discussion
Results of logistic regression summarized in the table below show significant correlation between mobilization related
Twitter activity and occurrence of protest (p = 0.0003).
Variable
T weets
Constant

Coefficient
0.0203
-2.5816
(p = 0.0003)

p-value
0.027
0.000

Interpretation of logistic regression results allows to estimate a probability of the y = 1 outcome (in our case -
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Fig. 2: Estimated probabilities for Baltimore and #freddiegray.

Fig. 3: Estimated probabilities for New York City and #freddiegray.

1

occurrence of a protest) as Pr(y = 1) =
, where
1 + e−(ax+b)
a, b are regression coefficients [34].
However, above results only show the correlation between
Twitter activity and protest occurrence on the same day. To
enable the prediction and make the probability estimation feasible, we repeated the experiment using modified independent
variable. Instead of a number of mobilization related tweets on
day d we used the average of that number for days d − 3, d − 2
and d − 1 (Avgd−1 ). In this case we still observe statistically
significant correlation (p < 0.01).
Variable
Avgd−1
Constant

Coefficient
0.0165
-2.4617
(p = 0.0024)

p-value
0.005
0.000

Now we estimate probabilities of protest occurrence. Fig. 2
shows results for Baltimore and hashtag #freddiegray (same
hashtag used in further figures), which is the same data used
to estimate the model. To illustrate the performance on new
data, Fig. 3 shows results for New York City, where we
know that a protest in support of Baltimore events occurred
on April 29, 2015. Fig. 4 shows results for San Francisco,
where no protests are known. On these figures heights of bars
represent our estimates of protest probability for each day.
Black bar indicates that the protest actually occurred on the
day according to Wikipedia.
We can make the following observations from our results:
1)
2)
3)

The estimated probability of the protest increases
before the occurrence of the actual protest (can be
seen especially clearly on Fig. 3 );
No significant changes in probability can be observed
where no protest occurred (Fig. 4);
Estimates are affected by peaks of protest activity: we
used the 2015 Baltimore protests for training, which
spanned multiple days reaching the peak around day
15 of our dataset. This, along with the fact that our
calculations ignore the scale of the protest, explains
the lack of significant probability growth before the
first protests on Fig. 2;

Fig. 4: Estimated probabilities for San Francisco and #freddiegray.

4)

Actual protest occurrences influence estimates for
subsequent days, creating a prolonged cool down,
which can be observed on Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Thus, our approach allows prediction of protest occurrence
in the case of the short-time events (1-2 days), or peaks of
protest activity in case of longer-spanning events. In estimating
multiple-day protests the binary representation ignores the
scale of the protest activity. In our case this resulted in equal
treatment of first protests in Baltimore (before April 25 or
day 13), with hundreds of participants and no significant
disruptions in normal city life, and the activity peak (April 25
and after), with thousands of participants, violence and serious
disruptions. A different approach to measurement of the actual
protest activity, e.g. incorporating numbers of participants, may
resolve this issue.
The prolonged cool down, which makes the accurate predictions of new protests shortly after the recent occurrence
difficult, emerges because the Twitter data from previous days
is used to estimate probability. Naturally, when the protest is
actually going on, it is actively discussed in social media,
including sharing of sympathies, support and situational in-
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formation. Such tweets are likely to be classified as related
to mobilization, which affects our predictions for subsequent
days. However, from a practical point of view, this may not be
such a pressing issue: the responsible authorities do not need
our predictions to already be on alert for continued activity.
Additionally, we observe that the effect eventually vanishes
after a few days.
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C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we have shown empirical evidence in favor of
the possibility of predicting social unrest using social media
communications. Our approach utilizes the findings of social
science to inform and guide the information extraction and
data mining. Our observations are not yet sufficient to make a
claim that we can directly measure mobilization, or any other
similar construct, using social media. However, they provide an
avenue for closer collaboration with scholars in social science
to explain phenomena underlying our observations.
We have shown that actual occurrences of protests are
preceded by growth of their probability estimated using our
approach. In addition our framework facilitates identifying the
event(s) that caused the protest mobilization exploiting the fact
that we use topically coherent clusters to produce our estimates. This enables us to identify particular grievances, group
identities, etc., which may expose the social and cognitive
factors explaining the empirical observations. Such explanations may result in improvement of predictions, and, more
importantly, better understanding of the factors underlying
these predictions will enable and inform the design of measures
in response to the development of protest activity.
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